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Domain experts often face the need to efficiently search for specific kind of information in a large collection of documents. In this work, we propose a method to do so that combines exact-match search over symbolic structures, with the ability of modern neural models to provide rich semantic representations which generalize over surface forms.

Consider, for example, an epidemiologist who is looking for research findings on the relation between human-to-human transmission of the COVID-19 virus and its persistence on surfaces. The recently proposed SPIKE system (Shlain et al., 2020) allows querying for such information directly, using a query interface that minimizes the need for background in IE and linguistics. SPIKE contains several search modules among them an implicit search-by-example over syntactic structures.

Yet, the syntactic-search approach has several limitations. The search over syntactic structure is only a proxy of the ideal objective of semantic search: syntax-based search is sensitive to often irrelevant structural alternations such as passive vs. active, which need to be accounted for specifically and manually in rule-based systems. Moreover, syntax is sparse, and it is unlikely to witness the very same structure twice. This sparsity limits the complexity of the syntactic query. Finally, users do not necessarily know in advance which kind of example-queries is suitable for their goal. Neural similarity search, on the other hand, suffers from other limitations. While powerful, it is unstructured and “underdetermined”: in example-based search, the need often arises to specify exactly what aspect of similarity the query should focus on. Doing it with distributed neural representations is nontrivial.

We propose to combine the simple interface and useful functionalities of SPIKE search with the powerful distributed representations of neural models. Specifically, we make use of SciBERT (Beltagy et al., 2019), a transformer-based model which was trained on scientific texts. We collected the representations of the model over the CORD dataset (Wang et al., 2020), a collection of tens of thousands of COVID-related research papers, containing millions of sentences. We provide the following functionalities:

- Sentence-based search, where we search for sentences that are represented similarly to the user-inputted sentence.
- A neural re-ranking of syntactic search results, where the user inputs both a sentence and a SPIKE syntactic query. We retrieve the results of the syntactic query, and sort them by their cosine similarity to the representation of the input sentence.
- Syntactic-search-assisted query augmentation, where we first retrieve the results of the user-provided SPIKE query, and then look for sentences with similar SciBERT representation.
- K-means clustering of the results, which can aid in unsupervised extraction of semantically-meaningful topical clusters.

Those functionalities allow combining between the versatile and powerful semantic neural representations, which are often insensitive to lexical choices or surface form, and the ability to perform an exact-match search over symbolic syntactic structures. The SPIKE-based search can help a user to automatically find alternative surface forms which express the same topical focus as their initial query, and can thus help to improve recall, and the spike-filtration of sentence-based search results can allow controlling for the “underdetermined” nature of neural similarity search, by limiting the results to those that express a specific symbolic structure. In Figure 1 we demonstrate those advantages by a set of queries that aim to attain the goal of finding information on the relation between persistence and spread. The natural-language query sentence “The virus can spread rapidly via different transmission vectors” provides the desired topical focus, while the boolean SPIKE query “virus lemma=persist on” limits the results to those that mention persistence. The 2nd result in this case is a relevant sentence discussing transmission via droplets that persist on surfaces.

In Figure 2 we present one the clusters found by K-means clustering of the sentences closest in the representation to the same sentence query, “The virus can spread rapidly via different transmission vectors”. This cluster is relatively topically-coherent, and deals with animal hosts of the virus. We note the lexical and syntactic diversity of the sentences that describe essentially the same phenomenon: “...are accidental hosts of the virus”; “the reservoir of the virus is...”; “...are the principal reservoir for the virus”; “the natural hosts of the virus are...”; “...are lifelong carriers and shedders of the virus”; and more. Designing exact queries that would capture this diversity while maintaining semantic relevance is a nontrivial task.
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